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People are connected to height, they search to the highest tower and climb to the highest point.

People are connected to depth, they search for the deepest pit, and descend to the bottom. 

The realization that during bright clear daylight such darkness space below exists that

might change life awareness. Then after descending into such depth and finally being

in such darkness, till the moment, for only a short period of time, you are going to

face the bundles of sunrays in such clarity and overpowering brightness, this will be

an  experience  intensively,  that  your  roots  of  existence  will  come  in  a  different

perceptive.

It will appreciate your life, your own existence, the realization that after any overflow

of any kind, like water, disasters, there will come an overflow of sunlight; life goes

on..... 
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Concept  ____________________________________________________________________

The concept is to design a restricted field of vision in which the peripheral is limited. Only

objects directly in line with the eyes can be seen, creating a series of segmented views.

For this performance, the diagonal lines are important markers, since the diagonal paths at

the performance space guide the audience's eyes to one particular perspective where one

particular movement is to be seen.

“Tunnel Vision” 

Means being close-minded, having a limited viewpoint when conceiving of things the way

they are, accepting limitations based upon your point of view -- both from yourself and

from  others.  And  yet,  through  this  theme  of  segmented  perception,  it  is  my  goal  to

construct a vista of creativity and open-mindedness. I hope that the tension between form

and function will help to punctuate tunnel vision.

Gaikakuhoursuiro has only recently been made available for use by the public and its ex-

istence is still not very well known. Public works projects in general are notorious for 

having negative images attached to them, most Japanese citizens have the idea that 

public works projects are not for the public. In my opinion the image can be changed 

and Gaikakuhoursuiro is heading in this direction. 

"Performers and artists 

We aim for a unique conception of things, and strive to show the public a different view of 

the world. “This performance is not about commercialism or making money. It is about art, 

music and dance, installations, and projections with young and old. As well as the aim to 

create an audiovisual landscape, that will be remembered for a long time’.

Choreography

Picture 2

Entrance for the public

The public enters the performance space, by going down the stairway  (picture 2). They will 

encounter at the bottom dancers moving slowly on mud, there will be drops (with time 

interval) of water fallen from the very high ceiling on to the bodies. Then the door slowly 
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opens. A woman enters and sings.

Picture 3

Part 1 ‘A Tunnel Dance’ (15 min.)

 

The public enters the immense space; they will not face the whole space directly but will see

a diagonal path created by one row of columns. Long fabrics are hanging down between the

columns, creating another space “Blue Space”. (see picture 3)

A woman enters the space from the back, dancing through the fog, direction the public. At

one point there are two air blowers outside the blue space creating the fabric to be moving

like the flow of water. The dancer’s movements become bigger, stronger then it will cool

down and she moves backward like a little wave from where she came from. Someone pulls

down the curtains starting from the back. The space will slowly opening up. By using a large

amount of fabrics, with projection, it feels like being in deep water. The struggle against it or

to go for a while with the flow. Sound: of water, strong winds, falling stones wind and Ice-

skating.

Part 2  “Skate Dance” (5 min.) 

 A child plays on roller-skates. Creating a sound with 2 metal balls. staying close to the 

public, piano music follows 
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Picture 4

Part 2  “The  Iced Trees” (15 min.) 

Projections: Iced trees on the columns

The cold starts in. The projected Ice trees are growing into huge trees, the branches are 

moving with the wind (see picture 4)  7  Dancers will become visible by the projection of the 

animated ice trees. Piano Music 

Part 3  “Play Dance” (5 min.)

Dance group of children playing a tree game and throwing enormous balloons in the air. 

Sound of children voices. 
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Picture 5

Part 4  “The Duck Dance” (15 min.)

A young child walks with 6 sitting ducks, 6 dancers are dancing a ‘Duck Dance’. Life music

Hobo/clarinet and Tenor Saxophone and drums. (see picture 5)

From behind 6 white small trucks are coming slowly with headlights on towards the public

then the lights  turn into yellow dim lights,  standing to a stop behind the ducks and the

performers.  When the performance is finished the public walk towards the truck and are

inviting for a ride. (see picture 6,7)

Picture 6
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Picture 7

Part  5  ‘The  Pool  dance ’They  will  drive  slowly  towards  the  other  side  and  will  pass  an

aquarium (tank) with water another performance will starts, (see picture 8, 9) 

Picture 8.

Picture 9.

The crowd will keep moving towards the other side till a warning sign them to stop.

Part 5  “The Bucket Dance” (5 min.)
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A woman carries a bucket. Her job is cleaning, the daily work routine of dealing with water

and soap. The monotony and receptiveness, a part of so many human lives’. She passes by

2 dancers dancing on a piano music piece they symbolize freedom and youth. A vision of a

lost dream. 

 Picture 10

Part 4  “The Trees are Gone Dance” (15 min.)

The shutter is opening. Daylight falls into space. A young dancer is on the spot when the light

falls on him; he starts to dance with music. a huge log descends from the ceiling outside,

vertical into the space to a final horizon position low above the ground. One dancer climbs on

the tree and swings with it. (see picture 10) Other dancers follow
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Picture 11

Part 7  ”At Ones Own Pace Dance” (5 min.)

A Noh actor enters the performance space in front of the public next to the balustrade in front

of the vertical tunnel.

The Noh actor in full costumes moves slowly with a glass of water. The woman enters with

her  bucket  with  soap  and  water.  Then  they  turned  towards  the  public,  the  woman  will

sometimes be pulled by invisible strings. Forwards and backwards, unwillingly, like the flow of

current in contrast with a Noh player who keeps his own pace, very slow without spilling a

drop of water. 
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The woman at one point runs and leaves a pool of water behind. She disappears in the

darkness.

Behind the installation of fire hoses. Slowly they will be filled up with water.

It will start to move by its own, by the pressure of water. (See picture 11.)

You can hear the sound of falling water out of the fire hose into the deep tunnel. 

End. Total 80 min.
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